Abstract. We present a method for computing the minus-part of the Iwasawa X-invariant of an Abelian field K. Applying this method, we have computed X' for several odd primes p when K runs through a large number of quadratic extensions of the pú\ cyclotomic field. A report on these computations and an analysis of the results is included.
1. Introduction. Let K be an Abelian field, i.e., a finite Abelian extension of Q. For a prime p > 2, consider the cyclotomic Z^-extension Kx of K. Let K" (n > 0) denote the intermediate field of Kx/K which is cyclic of degree p" over K. The /7-part of the class number of K" equals px"+p, for all sufficiently large n, where A = X(p) and v = v(p) are integral constants, A > 0. Call A the Iwasawa Ainvariant of K and write A = A++ A", where A+ is the corresponding invariant of the maximal real sub field of K. In this paper we present a method for computing A ", developed by the second author, and report on computer calculations by the first author, performed by this method.
If the conductor fK of the field K is divisible by p2, then K has a subfield L such that p2 + fL and the cyclotomic Z^-extension of L equals Kx. Hence we assume, without loss of generality, that p21 fK. Denote by C\\(K) the character group of K. It is known that A" decomposes as a-= E K with X = X(K) = {x e Ch(K): x(-l) --1, X * «J'1}, where u denotes the Teichmüller character mod/7 and Ax is the A-invariant of the Iwasawa power series representing the /?-adic L-function Lp(s, x«).
Thus, the computation of A~ is reduced to the determination of the components A . This will be done in two steps: We first relate Ax to the /^-orders of certain generalized Bernoulli numbers and then show how to determine these ^-orders by means of a series of character sum congruences. As an application we consider the fields Q(Jm,Çp), where m is an integer prime to p and $p denotes a primitive /Hh root of 1. In this case the congruences in question are simply rational congruences mod p.
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The computational part of our work consists of the determination of A~ for quite a large collection of fields Q(Jm,Çp), chosen so that either p or \m\ is small. More precisely, we computed for these fields the components Ax with x = 6mu', where 6m is the quadratic character of the field Q(Jm); this is sufficient since the A~-invariants of the cyclotomic subfields Q(Çp) are known. Our results also give the A-invariant of Q(vW) for the negative m in the range under consideration.
There are previous numerical results about A" in [1], [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] . These concern mainly quadratic fields and the fields Q(J-ï,Çp) and Q(v/-3~,fi,), and in all cases the decomposition of A~ is simple in the sense that either there is but one positive component Ax, or all the positive components are equal to 1. In the present results this is no longer the case.
A detailed description of our computations appears in Sections 7-9.
2. On p-Ad\c L-Functions. For the theory of this section, the reader is referred to Washington's book [11] , in particular to Sections 5.2 and 7.2.
We fix an embedding of the field of algebraic numbers in an algebraic closure Qp of Q , the field of p-adic numbers. Denote by ord^, the p-adic valuation on üp, normalized so that ordp(p) = I.
Let x be a character in X(K) (all characters are assumed primitive). Since the conductor / of x divides fK, it is not divisible by p2; we say that x is of the "first kind". Put / = d or dp with ( d, p ) = 1.
As in the introduction, let Kn denote the «th layer of the Z^-extension Kx/K (n > 0). The character group of Kn is of the form Ch(AT) X («■"), where irn is a character with order pn and conductor p"+1 (or 1, if n = 0); irn is called a character of the "second kind". Now consider the /?-adic L-function Lp(s,\p) for the (nonprincipal) character <// = xUTr"-This function is defined in tip in a neighborhood of 1 containing Z , the p-adic integers, and it has the fundamental property that
where \pk = \pu~k and Bk(^k) stands for the Arth generalized Bernoulli number attached to the character \pk.
Denote by Q^x) the extension of Qp generated by the values of x-Iwasawa's theory of />adic L-functions asserts that there exists a power series 00 (2) /Ux«)=E¥y whose coefficients ay = ay(x) are integers of Qp(x), such that
According to the Ferrero-Washington theorem, the power series f(x, x<¿) has ¡i = 0, in other words, there is an index j for which ord (a ■) = 0. The least such j is called the A-invariant (or Weierstrass degree) of f(x, xw). This is the number Ax introduced in Section 1. In this section we obtain a relation between Ax and the /»-order of B'(0Trn).
For a fixed n > 1, put a.
(1 + dp)
TTn(l + dp)
It follows from (3) and (1) that, for all t = 1,..., p -1,
By using this result we prove the following proposition in which <f> denotes Euler's totient function and e is the ramification index of Qp(0)/Qp. Proposition 1. Let n > 1 and I ^ t ^ p -I. We have
Proof. We evaluate the /»-order of /(<*,, #w') = L°°,0aya/. By the definition of 7r", the number 77"(1 + dp) = Ç is a primitive /?"th root of 1. Since i -m + dp) i -1 wehaveord^a,) = ord^l -f ) = l/4>(p").
As to the /»-orders of the coefficients a-, observe that these are integers of Q/x) = QP(9)-Therefore, if OTdp(aj) > 0 then ord/a,) > 1/e.
Recalling the definition of Ax we now see that ordp(a7a/) ^ 1/e forO <y < Ax -1, = yord/,(a,) = Ax/<K/>") for7 = Ax, >Jotdp(al)>XxMpn) forj>Xx.
Consequently, if Ax < <j>(p")/e, then ordp{f(ai,6u')) = XxMp"), while otherwise this /»-order is at least 1/e. Hence the result. D Proposition 1 gives us the value of Ax, once we know ordp(B'(6irn)) for a sufficiently large n. For later purposes it is convenient to reformulate this proposition, actually in a bit weaker form, as follows.
Note that the congruence a = ß (mod pr) in tip means that ord^a -ß) ^ r.
Proposition 2. Let n ^ 1 and 1 < t < p -1. Assume that h e Z, 1 < h < <t>(p")/e. Then Xx>h ¡fand only if B'(0-rrn ) = 0 (mod ph /<t>(p") Proof. Suppose that the above congruence holds. If Ax < <j>(p")/e, then a comparison of this congruence with the first part of Proposition 1 shows that Xx^ h. If Ax ^ <i>(/»")/e, then the assertion follows directly from the assumption made about h.
To verify the converse, apply both parts of Proposition 1 separately. D Remark. Proposition 2 is of the same kind as the main result in the second author's paper [8] . This relates Ax to certain Kummer type congruences of Bk(0), provided Ax ^ p -1. Proposition 2 would enable one to replace the proof presented in [8] by a somewhat simpler proof.
4. Bernoulli Numbers and Character Sums. We now express the residue of B'(6irn) modulo p in terms of suitable character sums.
For any character t/> with conductor / we have, in the usual symbolic notation,
(e.g., [7, p. 134] ), where the Bm denote ordinary Bernoulli numbers. On changing the summation variable a into / -a we obtain
Let \p = 6irn with n > I. Then \p(-l) = (-1)' since the character x = Ou odd and irn, being of /»-power order, is even. Hence we find that is B'(6irn) 1 dp" dp H+l (6Trn)(a)(a -dp" + lB)' a = l -7^71 I (^J(a)a'-^1 I (i?77j(a)a'-1(mod/»). dpdp" a-\ a-l
The second sum of the last expression vanishes mod/», as can be verified again by the transformation a -» dp"+l -a. Therefore, dp"*1
From this result we derive the following congruence which is of the same type as the classical Voronoï congruence for ordinary Bernoulli numbers. We point out that the congruence (in a sharper form) has also been proved by Slavutskil [9, congr. (6)].
Proposition 3. Let b be a positive rational integer with (b, dp) = 1. Then
where, as in the above, n > 1 and 1 < t < /» -1.
Proof. Put \p = 6irn. Let a and b be positive rational integers prime to dp. Keeping b fixed, we write ba ba = dp" dp n+\ + ra, 0<ra<dp
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On raising this equation to the rth power and multiplying by ty(a) = \p(b) ty(/"a), we get bâ (a)b,al = *{b)-\(ra)r: + l(a)tr^dp /-ij"« + i dp n + i (mod/»2" + 2).
ba If a runs through 1,..., dpn + l, excepting those numbers for which (a, dp) > 1, then so does ra. Summing over a we find that (observe that ^(a) = 0 if (a, dp) > I)
Since ra = ¿»a (mod/»" + 1), this result together with (4) yields the claimed congruence. D dp n + 1 (mod/»2"+2).
5. The Main Result. Every rational integer a prime to p has the following unique representation mod p"+1:
For b e Z,(b,dp)= 1, put
where the sum is extended over those numbers a for which 1 < a < a/»"+1, (a, a/») = 1 and v(a) = k. Moreover, set Suppose that the congruences (9) hold true. Then these congruences are satisfied mod pl/e as well, and so mod phK since 1/e > h/<j>(p") = hie. Moreover, tj" = 0 (mod /»**) whenever u > /z. This proves (8) . The converse implication is established with similar arguments by induction on h. D
The above theorem enables us to determine A , once the numbers Tj"1 modulo p are known for a sufficiently large n. We state this more explicitly as follows. IfT0=Tx= ■■■ = Th_x = 0, Th # 0 (mod p), where 0 < h < p -2, then Xx = h. If this criterion fails, then the computation of Ax requires passing to a higher level, i.e., computing T¡¡n) mod p for a higher value of n.
Remark. As is seen from (5), working on a level n involves computations with integers mod/»" + 1. We point out that, for n = I, the congruence (5) can be written as a = ap(l + v(a)p) (mod/»2).
Thus, v(a) = -qu (mod /»), where qa denotes the Fermât quotient for a, defined by qa = (aP~x -l)/p(modp),0^qa<p. /» = 3 and -3235 < m < 3454,* /» = 5 and -5000 < m < 3147, p = 7 and -3002 < m < 1000, p = 11 and -1000 < m < 500, 11 < /? < 200 and m = -7, -3, -2, -1,2, 5.
The asterisk above indicates that for a few values of m the computation was stopped at the result Ax > 6 (see below).
The numerical material thus obtained contains about 22000 values of Ax, some 6400 of them being positive. Samples from this material are exhibited in Tables 1  and 2 of the appendix. Table 1 presents the results for p = 5, m > 0, and Table 2 for p < 200, m = -1, ±2, -3, 5, -7. Note that every odd prime /» below 200 really appears in Table 2 , i.e., to every p there is at least one m and t such that Ax > 0 for X = 6mu-\ For /» > 3, only few cases were found in which Ax > p -2. These cases, which had to be settled on the level n = 2, are listed here: For p = 7 it in fact turned out that Ax varies between 0 and 4 (assuming all values 0,..., 4) except in the single case given above. For /» = 11 we have the maximum Ax = 3 form = -723, r= 1. If p = 3, then A>l(=/»-2)in about a third of the cases. These could be settled on the level n = 2 (i.e., Ax < 5), except in six cases. In the latter cases the continuation of the procedure was given up since the values of A can be found in [6] ; they are as follows: (11) a0=
hence, in the present case Ax is positive whenever x(p) = 0m(p) = +1. We must therefore modify the above hypothesis so as to concern those f(x,0mu) only for which 6m(p) = -1. We tested this hypothesis for p = 5, m > 0, obtaining the following (Nk denotes the number of Ax ^ k when 0m (5) 
Comparison with Previous
Results. We next describe the contents of the previously published tables about A". These tables were used by us to check our results.
Gold [3] , [4] has computed, for /» = 3, 5, 7, 11, the A-invariant of the quadratic field with discriminant -d < 0. His results in [4, Table 2 ] cover the range 0 < d < 264. They agree completely with ours, and so do also the additional results presented in [3, Tables 2 and 5 ] after the following apparent errors are corrected: In Table 2 , the value 1253 for d should be 1263 (corresponding to the given class number 20); in Table 5 , lines 5 and 6, instead of A = 3 and A = 4 one should read A = 2. The latter correction is confirmed not only by [6] quoted below, but also by Corollary 5 in [3] . The expressions for en in Table 5 should be correspondingly corrected.
Kobayashi [6] investigates, for p = 3, the power series f(x, xu) with x = #", and X = 6mu. He has determined the coefficients a0,_a8 mod 9 of this power series for -104 < m < 0 and 0 < 3m < 104. From his table one can read the value of Ax, since in all cases Ax < 8. Note that for x = 6m the table is far more extensive than ours, while for x = 0mu our computations go a bit farther. The overlapping parts of both tables are in agreement, except that the table in [6] omits the first negative m with Ax > 0, namely m = -2. The nonvanishing of Ax in this case follows, by (11), from the fact that x(3) = 0_2(3) = +1. Our computation indeed shows, in agreement with [4] , that Ax = 1.
The first author has determined, for /» < 104, the components A with x = 9mu'~l for m = -1 and m = -3 (see [2] and [1], respectively). For t = 3,5,...,/»-2, one has in this range A = 1 if (/>, r -1) is an ¿-irregular or D-irregular pair, respectively, and Ax = 0 otherwise. A comparison of the tables in [1] and [2] with the present Table 2 shows no discrepancies.
The paper [5] by Hao and Parry tabulates the "w-irregular" primes /» < 5025 for the values of m that appear in our Table 2 . For a fixed m, the prime /» is w-irregular if and only if there is at least one t > 1 such that Ax > 0 with x = 0mu'~l. It is easily checked that, for /» < 200, the lists given in [5] coincide with the corresponding lists extracted from Table 2 . Our computations show the somewhat interesting fact that every positive value of Ax in this region in fact equals 1, except for a single value Ax = 2 occurring for p = 23 and x = 0_2uw.
Let us finally mention that if m = -q, with q a prime, and 0m(p) = -1, then it follows from (11) that XB > 0 exactly when the class number of the field Q(\f-q) is divisible by p. Thus a partial check of our results is also provided by the class number tables of imaginary quadratic fields.
9. The computations. The computations were run on the DEC-20 computer at the University of Turku. The programs, written in Fortran, used only integer arithmetic.
As is seen from Sections 5 and 6, the main task was the computing of the sums Snk (mostly for n = 1). This was started by searching a primitive root mod p and constructing the index table. After decomposing m into prime factors, the character values 0m(a) were calculated via the Legendre symbol, using the congruence I -) = aíq~l)/2 (moda) (a an odd prime factor of m) and then checking that 6m(a) indeed equals +1 or 0. For a fixed t, we chose a minimal b > 0 such that (b,dp) = 1 and 6m(b)b' ^ l (mod /»). To find the value of v(a) for n = 1 (see (6) and (5)), we computed a^1 mod p2 by employing the 2-adic expansion of /» -1 and the residues of a2, a4, aK,... mod p2.
After computing the numbers SXkmodp we searched for the first nonvanishing number in the sequence ro(1),..., TpiX}2 mod p. The cases in which such a number did not exist were afterwards picked out by hand and dealt with on the level n = 2. The procedure on this level was similar, except that this time the determination of v(a) required computations mod /»3. Table 2 The values oft, 1 ^ t < p -1, for which Xx > 0 with x = 0mw'-1, '" the region 2 < p < 200, m = -7, -3, -2, -1, 2, 5. 77ie dagger (') indicates that Xx = 2; in all other cases Ax = 1. 
